WELCOME ACTIVITY:
Reflection: What does Equity mean for NEP-MAP?

Parent Experience
Terri Marti

1. Technical Workgroup Updates
   • TWG 2: CLAS Standards
     Jenni Auman
   • TWG 3: Family Inclusion
     Anna Whaley

2. Clinical Demonstration Project Updates
   • MMI: Holly Roberts and Christian Klepper

3. Evaluation Project Updates
   Dejun Su and Drissa Toure
   HRSA Roundtable
   Covid Response

4. New Business
   • NEP-MAP Screening and Referral Guide Dissemination
   • Care Coordination Project
     Kathy Karsting

5. Program Sharing: Project AWARE
   Mariella Resendiz and Amber Hartsock

6. Discussion
7. Next Agenda Planning
8. Action Steps

2020 Partnership Meetings:
   • Friday, October 16th